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Intermittency and turbulence in a magnetically confined fusion plasma
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We investigate the intermittency of magnetic turbulence as measured in reversed field pinch plasmas. We
show that the probability distribution functions of magnetic field differences are not scale invariant; that is, the
wings of these functions are more important at the smallest scales, a classical signature of intermittency. We
show that scaling laws appear also in a region very close to the external wall of the confinement device, and
we present evidences that the observed intermittency increases moving towards the wall.

PACS number~s!: 52.35.Ra, 52.55.Ez, 52.55.Hc
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The issue of self-similarity is of paramount importance
turbulence studies. Indeed, self-similarity is one of the k
hypotheses of Kolmogorov theory@1,2#, which leads for
fluid turbulence to the famous25/3 exponent for the powe
spectrum decay in the inertial range~the intermediate range
of scales between the large scales where energy is inje
and the small ones where it is dissipated!. Notwithstanding
the success of the Kolmogorov theory, the study of the pr
ability distribution functions~PDF! of velocity fluctuations at
a given scale has shown a departure from Gaussianity in
PDF tails. The same phenomenon is usually evidenced
looking at the scaling exponents of higher order moments
fluctuations, which appear to be nonlinear functions of
order index. Intermittency described by multifractal mod
@2# is usually invoked to be the cause of the observed br
of pure self-similarity. Even if Kolmogorov theory was orig
nally developed for homogeneous and isotropic turbulen
the evidence for self-affine fields has been studied also in
the boundary layer turbulence in fluid laboratory experime
@3#, which is neither homogeneous nor isotropic. The o
hypothesis required to perform these studies from an exp
mental point of view, in order to apply the usual Taylor
hypothesis, is the statistical stationarity of turbulence. R
cently, it has been shown@4# that only after a suitable de
composition in terms of irreducible representations of
SO~3! groups one can hope to properly disentangle isotro
from anisotropic effects in Navier-Stokes equations.
course, this should be true also in magnetohydrodyna
~MHD! flows, even if it is not clear how to recover anis
tropic and nonhomogeneous effects from real data.

While in ordinary fluids the statistical properties of turb
lence have been well characterized, both theoretically
experimentally, in magnetized fluids only recently this h
been undertaken, mostly in relation with velocity and ma
netic field fluctuations measured in the solar wind@5#. In this
Rapid Communication we report evidences for the prese
of intermittency in another type of magnetized fluid, name
a plasma of interest for controlled thermonuclear fusion
search, confined in reversed field pinch~RFP! configuration.

The RFP is a configuration of magnetic fields@6# charac-
terized by toroidal and poloidal components of compara
magnitude~in a tokamak the field is mainly toroidal!. The
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~1!/49~4!/$15.00
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configuration represents a near-minimum energy state
which a plasma relaxes under proper constraints@7#. The
toroidal field changes sign in the outer part of the plasma
feature which gives the name to the configuration. Such fi
reversal, which improves the MHD stability of the config
ration, is spontaneously generated by the plasma, an
maintained against resistive diffusion by the dynamo proc
@8#. This is achieved through the action and nonlinear c
pling of several resistive MHD modes, which give rise to
high level of magnetic turbulence~of the order of 1% of the
average field in present day experiments, i.e., two order
magnitude larger than in tokamaks!. This high fluctuation
level makes the RFP very suited for the study of MHD tu
bulence properties, mainly for their magnetic part. The m
netic turbulence has been demonstrated to be the main c
of energy and particle transport in the RFP core, wherea
the edge its contribution is still under investigation. In th
region the electrostatic turbulence has been proved to giv
important contribution to the particle transport@9#. It is
worth mentioning that a recent investigation of the edge e
trostatic turbulence in different fusion devices~including
RFP and tokamaks! has shown the existence of long ran
time and space correlations@10#.

The measurements described in this paper have been
tained in the~RFX! experiment, which is the largest RF
presently in operation~major radius 2 m, minor radius 0.45
m! @11#. RFX is designed to reach a plasma current of 2 M
and currents up to 1 MA have been obtained up to now. T
measurements were performed in low currents discha
(300 kA! using a magnetic probe inserted in the ed
plasma. The probe consists of a coil housed in a boron
tride protecting head. The coil measures the time deriva
] tB of the radial componentB(t) of the magnetic field. The
radial direction in this case goes from the core plasma to
edge. The sampling frequency of the measurements i
MHz. Measurements have been collected at different val
of the normalized radiusr /a (r /a51 identifies the location
of the last magnetic flux surface!. In RFX two different com-
ponents of the magnetic fluctuations can be identified: a
calized and stationary magnetic perturbation, originated
the tearing modes responsible for the dynamo, which ten
be phase-locked and locked to the wall@12#, and a high
R49 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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frequency broadband activity, which is investigated here.
measurements presented were made away from the sta
ary perturbation.

We start by looking at the statistical properties of t
normalized variabless(t)5] tB/A^(] tB)2& ~brackets being
time averages!. In Fig. 1 we show the flatness of these s
chastic variablesf 5^s4&/@^s2&#2 for some positionsr /a. As
can be seenf (r /a) is higher than the Gaussian value a
tends to decrease asr /a increases. This is a first rough ev
dence that the observed magnetic field is intermittent; tha
the time evolution of] tB is dominated by strong magnet
fluctuations. The intermittency~say the departure from
Gaussian statistics! is more visible near the external wall.

To get some insight into the nature of intermittency ac
ally present in the fusion device, following the usual analy
currently made in fluid flows@2#, we investigate the scaling
behavior of the stochastic variablesdB(t)5B(t1t)
2B(t), which represents characteristic fluctuations acr
turbulent structures at the scalet. For each position within
the device, we can study the statistical behavior of fluct
tions at different scalest. The interest of this resides in th
fact that, if we introduce a scaling law for magnetic fluctu
tions dB(t);th as MHD equations seem to indicate@13#, a
scale variationt→lt (l is the parameter which defines th
change of scale! leads to

dB~lt!5l2hdB~t!.

This is interpreted as an ‘‘equality in law’’@2#; that is, the
right-hand side of the equation has the same statistical p
erties as the left-hand side. Ifh is constant we can easil
show that the PDFs of the normalized stochastic variab
dbt5dB(t)/A^@dB(t)#2& collapse to a unique PDF, inde
pendent on the scalet. This is true in a pure self-simila
~fractal! case. On the contrary, we must invoke the multifra
tal model to describe intermittency@2#, which is introduced
by defining a range of values ofh.

In Fig. 2 we report the PDFs ofdbt at different scales for
a given value ofr /a. As can be seen the PDFs do not co
lapse to a single curve, but follow a characteristic scal
behavior that is visible for all values ofr /a. At large scales
the PDF are almost Gaussian, and the wings of the distr

FIG. 1. We show the values of the flatnessf (r /a) for the de-
rivative of the radial magnetic field, as a function of the inserti
r /a. The Gaussian value (f 53) is shown as a dotted line.
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tions grow up as the scale becomes smaller. Stronger ev
at small scales have a probability of occurrence greater t
that they would have if they were distributed according to
Gaussian function. This behavior, that is, the presence
self-affine fields, is at the heart of the phenomenon of int
mittency as currently observed in fluid flows@2,14#.

The behavior of PDFs against the scale can be descr
by introducing a given shape for the distribution. At ea
scalet the PDF ofdbt can be represented as a convoluti
of Gaussian functions of widthss whose distribution is
given by a functionGl(s)

P~dbt!5
1

A2p
E

0

`

Gl~s!exp~2dbt
2/2s2!

ds

s
, ~1!

which can be interpreted in the framework of a casca
model as the signature of an underlying multiplicative p
cess@14–16#. We use a log-normal ansatz

Gl~s!5
1

A2pl
expS 2

ln2s/s0

2l2 D , ~2!

even if other functions do not give very different results@14#.
The free parameterl2 represents the width of the distribu
tion Gl , while s0 is the most probable value ofs. The
scaling behavior ofP(dbt) is translated in the scaling varia

FIG. 3. Scaling behavior of the exponentl2(t,r /a) for three
different insertionsr /a, namely: r /a50.97 ~closed circles!, r /a
50.95 ~open circles!, andr /a50.91 ~stars!.

FIG. 2. We show the PDFs of the normalized magnetic fluct
tions for four different scales, at a given positionr /a50.95. The
solid line represents the fit made with the convolution function.
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tion of the parameterl2 @14,16#. In fact, when the PDF is
Gaussianl250 (Gl becomes ad function centered around
s0), while the departure from a Gaussian function increa
asl2 increases. In Fig. 2 we report as solid line a fit of t
data with Eq.~1!. A satisfactory agreement at all scales
evident.

Looking at the scaling laws forl2, at different insertion
points r /a, it can be seen~Fig. 3! that l2 displays a power
law behavior

l2~t,r /a!5L2~r /a!tb

all over the observed time scales, for insertion points n
the external wall. On the contrary, measurements m
inside the device show a saturation of intermittency
scalestS.10 ms. The values ofb we find are of the
order ofb.0.4260.03, close to that found for the velocit
field both in fluid flows and in the solar wind turbulenc
@14,16#, but higher than the value found for the magne
field intensity in the solar wind@16#. Finally the absolute
values for l2 are decreasing going from the wall insid
the device. Namely, we foundlmax

2 50.2160.01 for
r /a50.98, and lmax

2 50.08660.006 for r /a50.84. This
is a further confirmation of the stronger intermittency ne
the external wall. All the error bars have been estima
starting from a Poisson statistical uncertainty on the PD
value.

A complementary analysis of intermittency can be p
formed by calculating the scaling exponents of the struct
functions, say of thepth moments of fluctuationsSt

(p)

5^dbt
p& ~brackets are defined as time averages!. In Fig. 4 we

report the structure functionsSt
(p) , for two values ofp, and

for two different positionr /a. The differences for differen
positions are evident, and represent a signature of the
sence of universality.

To calculate the scaling exponents, we use the genera
scaling introduced by Benziet al. @17#, which has been
found to be useful also in magnetohydrodynamic turbule
@13,18#, thus obtaining the normalized scaling exponentszp

defined throughSt
(p);@St

(3)#zp.
In Fig. 5 we report the scaling exponents obtained

some insertionsr /a. The behavior ofzp againstp shows that
scaling exponents are anomalous, say, they are different

FIG. 4. Structure functionsSt
(p) are shown forp52 ~circles! and

p53 ~squares!. Open symbols refer to the positionr /a50.96,
closed symbols refer tor /a50.86.
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the usual p/3 Kolmogorov’s law. Note once more tha
the strength of intermittency, measured through
difference betweenzp and p/3, is greater near the wall. In
conclusion, scaling laws for PDFs of magnetic fluctuatio
and anomalous scalings for structure functions, are fo
everywhere in the outer plasma region of the RF
thermonuclear fusion experiment. We find that the anom
of scaling exponents, as well as scaling laws for PD
strongly depend on the position inside the plasma,
that magnetic turbulence inside the device is not universa
far as scaling laws are concerned. Possible reasons
this are the presence of the first wall, the presence of
toroidal field reversal~which takes place atr /a.0.9), or the
strongly sheared plasma flow measured in the RFX e
@19#. Concerning this latter option, it is worth mentionin
that in principle different plasma velocities in differen
points would only affect the relationship between time a
spatial scales obtained through Taylor hypothesis, and
the PDF scaling properties. However, the eddy breaking
fect induced by a velocity shear is well known to affect ele
trostatic turbulence in fusion plasmas@20,9#, and an influ-
ence on MHD turbulence can also be envisaged, eit
directly or through nonlinear coupling to electrostatic mod
If this is not the case, the reason for the observed differen
could be perhaps found in the conjecture of Farge@21#. She
proposed that turbulence could be described by interwo
sets of both intermittent structures and background Gaus
flow on each characteristic scale. The nature of the interm
tent structures can evidently be influenced by walls@3#,
and/or current sheets associated with field reversal@22#. We
are actually reviewing and testing this idea on the RFX
vice in order to identify structures which generate interm
tency. Since a reduction of magnetic fluctuations has b
linked to improvements in the energy confinement@23#, a
better understanding of the generation of intermitten
through structures could improve the understanding confi
ment in physics.

We are grateful to Francesco Pegoraro for some disc
sions and for his interest in this work.

FIG. 5. Normalized scaling exponentszp of the structure func-
tions are shown as a function ofp, for different insertion pointsr /a.
Error bars, about 5% of the exponent values, are not displayed
clarity. The K41 scalingzp;p/3 is also reported for comparison.
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